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Abstract

This paper analyzes truthtelling incentives in pre-vote communication
in heterogeneous committees. We generalize the classical Condorcet jury
model by introducing a new informational structure that captures con-
sistency of information. In contrast to the impossibility result shown by
Coughlan (2000) for the classical model, full pooling of information fol-
lowed by sincere voting is an equilibrium outcome of our model for a large
set of parameter values implying the possibility of ex post conflict be-
tween committee members. Furthermore, abandonning the assumption of
sincere voting, we characterize necessary and sufficient conditions for the
implementability of the first best decision rule via truthful equilibria.
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1 Introduction
Many situations of decision making are characterized by an asymmetry between
a complex decision environment and simple decisions, such as making a par-
ticular investment or not, choosing between job candidates, and acquitting or
convicting a defendant. In such scenarios, multiple contingencies, rich infor-
mation and sophisticated language contrast with a limited, often binary action
space. We show that the combination of fine information and coarse decisions
can have important implications for information aggregation in heterogeneous
committees: it mitigates conflict in the sense of enabling individuals with di-
verging preferences to truthfully share their information.

A key feature of rich information in a complex environment is its consistency:
aggregate information in favor of a particular action will be more or less convinc-
ing depending on the extent to which individual pieces of information draw a
coherent picture. We incorporate this aspect into a model of collective decision
making in which privately informed heterogeneous agents communicate through
cheap talk before casting their vote. Our main finding is that in our model, het-
erogeneity and ex post conflict are frequently compatible with full information
pooling. Our possibility results contrast with the negative insights provided
by existing literature for coarser environments (Coughlan (2000), Austen-Smith
and Feddersen (2006), Meirowitz (2007), Van Weelden (2008)).

Consider the following scenario. A jury aiming at determining whether a
defendant is guilty or not seeks to establish a set of key facts about the crime.
Among others, these include its location in time and space. Along each of
these two dimensions, a plurality of options may be considered. Was the crime
committed in the morning or in the evening of a particular day, on Monday
or Tuesday of a given week? Did it happen outside or inside a given house, in
room A only, in B only or in both? Conditional on the defendant being guilty,
for each of these dimensions only one of all the possible answers can be true
while all others must be false. In other words, different locations of the crime
in time and space constitute mutually exclusive modalities of the guilty state.
Other relevant dimensions of the crime will be subject to the same insight. In
general, each of the basic states of the classical Condorcet jury model (guilt
or innocence) can be regarded as a set of mutually exclusive substates, each
substate representing a separate instance of the basic state that it incarnates.

In our model, evidence pointing towards the same basic state of the world
exhibits varying degrees of coherence. The more consistently signals indicate a
given substate, the stronger the evidence for the basic state that it is an instance
of. From a payoff perspective, however, jurors do not as such care about which
modality of guilt or innocence applies. They simply wish to establish with
sufficient certainty whether the defendant is guilty or not. In other words, the
substates constituted by the different modalities of each basic state are payoff
irrelevant.

We provide three main types of results. Theorem 1 provides necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of the truthful communication and sincere
voting equilibrium (TS equilibrium) in the presence of a positive ex ante prob-
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ability of ex post conflict among jurors. Within our setup, we find that the TS
equilibrium exists for a large set of parameter values. Theorem 2, in contrast to
existing results in the literature (Coughlan (2000), Le Quement (2012)), shows
that the number of aggregate signal profiles at which conflict arises at the vot-
ing stage is an imperfect indicator of the difficulty of achieving full information
pooling in a heterogeneous committee. In addition, we identify conditions under
which our result implies that increasing committee size ultimately guarantees
the existence of the TS equilibrium, for a fixed constellation of preference types.
In Theorems 3 and 4, we abandon the assumption of sincere voting and con-
sider coordinated voting equilibria featuring weakly dominated voting. Theorem
4 identifies the necessary and sufficient conditions under which the welfare max-
imizing decision rule can be implemented. We furthermore point out that if this
rule is implementable by any mechanism, then it is implementable in a truthful
equilibrium of the simple communication and voting game. The identified im-
plementability conditions are independent of the chosen voting rule (excluding
unanimous rules) and are satisfied for a large set of parameter values.

Our analysis uncovers new strategic effects. In the putative equilibrium of
the classical model, the pivotality of a given juror in the communication stage
pins down uniquely the information held by remaining committee members. In
our model, this uniqueness breaks down because multiple signal profiles gener-
ate comparable posterior probabilities of guilt. This follows from the impact of
consistency on Bayesian updating within our model. The multiplicity of piv-
otal scenarios allows two forces to arise, each of which incentivizes truthtelling.
First, for a subset of pivotal signal profiles, all jurors may agree with the de-
cision following from a truthful announcement, thus not wishing to deviate at
these profiles. We call this the consensus effect. Secondly, among the set of
pivotal signal profiles faced by a juror, a given deviation from truthtelling may
overturn a conviction at one subset and overturn an acquittal at another. A
given deviation will, in other terms, not necessarily have a systematic impact
on the outcome. This unpredictability generates a risk to deviating. We call
this the uncertainty effect. In contrast, the two effects described above do not
arise in the classical setup. There, at the unique pivotal signal profile, at least
one juror type will always disagree with the decision following from fully shared
information and sincere voting. Furthermore, the effect of any announcement
on the likelihood of conviction is perfectly predictable. Accordingly, in the pu-
tative TS equilibrium of the classical model, at least one juror type will deviate
from truthtelling, thereby increasing the likelihood that his favorite decision is
taken.

From a methodological perspective, our model can be interpreted as a gen-
eralization of the classical model. We show in Section 7 that the classical model
can be nested in a generalized version of ours. In fact, abandoning either the
rich signal structure or the rich message space leads back to the impossibility re-
sult of Coughlan (2000). In this sense, our contribution essentially resides in the
identification of new effects arising from the interplay of the complexity of the
decision environment (contingencies, information, language) and the coarseness
of the action space.
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We proceed as follows. Section 1 closes with a literature review. Section 2
presents the model. Section 3 develops a simple formal example identifying key
mechanisms. Section 4 analyzes the role of consistency in Bayesian updating.
Section 5 presents our main results on the existence of the TS equilibrium. Sec-
tion 6 relaxes the assumption of sincere voting and considers the possibility to
implement the first best decision rule through truthful equilibria. Section 7 ex-
plicitly relates our model to the classical Condorcet setup. Section 8 concludes.
All proofs are relegated to the Appendix.

Related literature. Building on the theory of strategic voting as informa-
tion aggregation (Austen-Smith and Banks (1996), Feddersen and Pesendorfer
(1998)), a milestone in the literature on cheap talk deliberation and collective
decisions in heterogeneous committees is the impossibility result presented in
Coughlan (2000). The latter states that in the classical binary collective deci-
sion problem, full information sharing followed by sincere voting by committee
members cannot be an equilibrium outcome if jurors do not agree on the opti-
mal decision for all profiles of pooled information. A strictly positive ex ante
probability of ex post conflict between jurors, even arbitrarily low, suffices to
cause a breakdown of the TS equilibrium.

At an abstract level, our paper belongs to a class of contributions that mod-
ify the classical model and reestablish the TS equilibrium prediction under het-
erogeneous preferences. While our paper examines the role of informational
consistency, Austen-Smith and Feddersen (2006) add the realistic feature of
uncertainty about the preferences of jury members. They show that this can
render full pooling combined with sincere voting possible, as long as the voting
rule is not unanimity. In a complementary contribution, Meirowitz (2007) shows
that the TS equilibrium exists if individual jurors are sufficiently confident that
the majority of jurors shares their own preferences. Van Weelden (2008) how-
ever adds an important caveat: when communication is sequential, uncertainty
does not anymore suffice to ensure the existence of the TS equilibrium. In our
environment, as we point out in Section 3, sequential communication does not
always eliminate the TS equilibrium. Furthermore, Le Quement (2012) points
out a second caveat to Austen-Smith and Feddersen (2006), showing that only
minimal disagreement is compatible with the TS equilibrium in large heteroge-
neous committees. This latter caveat does not apply to our model, where an
unbounded number of conflictual aggregate signal profiles is compatible with
the TS equilibrium in sufficiently large committees.

Another class of contributions approaches the communication problem from
a mechanism design perspective. In Gerardi and Yariv (2007), a mediator cen-
tralizes the private reports of potentially heterogeneous jurors and subsequently
recommends an identical voting decision to all jurors in the final voting stage.
Using such a mediator, information is thus aggregated before the vote indepen-
dently of the voting rule (except for unanimity). In line with this result, in
our analysis of truthful equilibria featuring weakly dominated voting, we indeed
find that all non-unanimous voting rules are equivalent. In Wolinsky (2002),
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truthtelling requires the implementation of an ex post inefficient decision rule
which generates pivotal scenarios in which lying is costly. In our environment,
already the ex post efficient decision rule will typically generate pivotal sce-
narios incentivizing truthtelling. In Gerardi, McLean and Postlewaite (2009),
a mediator uses the correlation among signals to threaten heterogeneous indi-
viduals with punishment if their report does not match other experts’ report.
In contrast to this sophisticated protocol, the optimal mechanism in our setup
takes the simple form of a truthful equilibrium of the communication and voting
game.

A third class of contributions maintains the classical model but examines
a different communication scenario. In Hummel (2012) as well as Le Quement
and Yokeeswaran (2012), a heterogeneous committee splits up into subgroups of
homogeneous members in the deliberation phase, thus achieving local sharing
of information. Given our positive results on the existence of welfare optimizing
equilibria that involve full pooling of information, we omit the analysis of partial
pooling scenarios.

A set of positive and normative contributions stresses the importance of the
full pooling scenario. The experimental work of Goeree and Yariv (2011) docu-
ments extensive truthtelling in heterogeneous committees and finds that individ-
uals assign substantial weight to the information revealed by others. Dickson,
Hafer and Landa (2008) similarly find evidence of intense sharing of informa-
tion among heterogeneous jurors. The philosophical literature on deliberation
(e.g. Habermas (1990), Elster (1997), Manin (1987)) assigns an intrinsic value
to exhaustive deliberations conducive to full exchange of information.

Finally, we mention two contributions on cheap talk communication that
bear some relation to our work. Battaglini (2003) considers a setup in which
multidimensional state, signal and action spaces generically allow for full in-
formation extraction from multiple experts, contrasting the one-dimensional
baseline model of Crawford and Sobel (1982). While the insight that a richer
informational environment facilitates truthful revelation is reminiscent of our re-
sults, the underlying mechanisms as well as several structural assumptions are
fundamentally different. For instance, Battaglini’s model does not exhibit an
asymmetry between fine information and a coarse action space. Furthermore,
in our model, there is no sense in which preferences and biases are multidimen-
sional. In Blume, Board and Kawamura (2007), the information transmission
process is subject to noise. The authors show that this may improve the ex ante
payoffs of sender and receiver by beneficially affecting truthtelling incentives.
Our paper shares with the latter the insight that uncertainty about the impact
of messages may encourage truthtelling. However, while this uncertainty is gen-
erated by exogenously imposed noise in the above paper, it arises endogenously
in our model: an individual message is interpreted in the light of other messages.
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2 The model
We present our model using the notions of a standard jury trial setup. A jury of
size n ∈ N is asked to decide whether to acquit (A) or convict (C) a defendant.
The defendant is either innocent (I) or guilty according to modality 1 (G1) or
modality 2 (G2) with prior probability

(
1
3 ,

1
3 ,

1
3

)
. We denote by Ω = {I,G1, G2}

the set of states of the world with typical element ω. For ω ∈ {G1, G2} we
simply say the defendant is guilty. Our stylized assumptions on the state space
and the prior are made for the purpose of simplicity and suffice to generate the
main effects that we wish to study.

The jury decides about which action a ∈ {A,C} to implement according
to some prespecified voting rule k ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1}. Each juror j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
casts a vote in favor of one of the two actions. If the number of votes cast for
conviction is larger or equal to k, the defendant is convicted while otherwise he
is acquitted. We rule out the two types of unanimity voting rules and discuss
the reasons for this omission after Theorem 1.

The utility of juror j depends on the underlying state, the implemented ac-
tion and an individual preference parameter qj ∈ (0, 1) in the following way:

uj (a, ω) =


0 for (a, ω)∈{(A, I), (C,G1), (C,G2)} ,
−qj for (a, ω) = (C, I),

− (1− qj) for (a, ω) ∈ {(A,G1), (A,G2)} .
While utilities of correct decisions (acquitting an innocent resp. convicting a
guilty defendant) are normalized to 0, the relative loss from making a mistake
by convicting an innocent resp. acquitting a guilty defendant is determined by
the preference parameter qj . As juror j maximizes expected utility, he prefers
conviction over acquittal if and only if the probability of the defendant being
guilty exceeds qj . The parameter qj can hence be interpreted as a “threshold of
reasonable doubt”. Note in particular that, for each possible action, juror j is
indifferent as to whether the defendant is guilty according to modality 1 (G1)
or modality 2 (G2).

For ease of presentation, we assume that the jury consists of only two prefer-
ence types, doves and hawks, whose respective preference parameters are given
by qD ∈ (0, 1) and qH ∈ (0, 1). Doves are assumed to require higher evidence for
guilt than hawks to prefer conviction over acquittal, i.e. qD > qH . In Section 6
we extend our results to the case of individual preference parameters.

Prior to the voting stage, each juror j receives a private signal from {i, g1, g2}.
Signals are i.i.d. conditional on the realized state of the world ω. An individual
signal indicates the correct state of the world with probability p ∈

(
1
3 , 1
)
and

indicates either of the remaining states with probability (1−p)
2 . We refer to

Section 7 for a discussion of our assumptions on the signal generating process.
The sum of all jurors’ individual signals constitutes a signal profile (x, y, z)

with x + y + z = n, where x denotes the total number of i-signals, y the total
number of g1-signals and z the total number of g2-signals held by the committee.
In particular, the Bayesian posterior probability assigned to the defendant being
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guilty (i.e. ω ∈ {G1, G2}) is given as

β (x, y, z) =

(
2p

1−p

)y
+
(

2p
1−p

)z
(

2p
1−p

)x
+
(

2p
1−p

)y
+
(

2p
1−p

)z .
As jurors do not differentiate between state G1 and state G2 in terms of utilities,
the number β (x, y, z) is a sufficient statistic for the preferred action of each
individual juror.

The difference between the two numbers y and z captures the notion of
consistency of signal profiles and plays a key role in our model. Section 4 offers
an in-depth analysis of the properties of our information structure. In Section
7, we relate our environment to a setting where information about the modality
of guilt is garbled.

After having received their signals, jurors communicate through a round of
simultaneous and public cheap talk. Given our focus on truthful equilibria, it
is without loss of generality to assume that each juror j sends a message from
{i, g1, g2}.
To summarize, the timing of the game is as follows:

0. Nature draws a state of the world.

1. Each juror receives a private signal.

2. Each juror simultaneously emits a public cheap talk message.

3. Each juror casts a vote.

4. An action is implemented according to the voting rule.

Our equilibrium concept is Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium. The core of our anal-
ysis is concerned with the existence of the following particular equilibrium: ju-
rors truthfully reveal their private information at the communication stage,
jurors (correctly) believe that other jurors have revealed their private informa-
tion truthfully, and juror j votes sincerely, i.e. votes for conviction if and only
if the probability of guilt of the defendant exceeds qj , given his private informa-
tion and the reports of other jurors. We call this putative equilibrium the TS
equilibrium. Section 6 drops the assumption of sincere voting.

3 A simple example
In this section, we present a simple example that demonstrates the key forces
at work in our model and in particular highlights the two potential sources of
truthtelling described in the introduction: the consensus and uncertainty effects.

Consider a three persons jury consisting of one hawk and two doves. The
voting rule is given by simple majority, i.e. k = 2. Aggregate signal profiles can
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be ordered exhaustively with respect to the conditional probability of guilt that
they induce, i.e.

β (3, 0, 0) <
β (2, 0, 1)
β (2, 1, 0)

< β (1, 1, 1) <
β (1, 0, 2)
β (1, 2, 0)

<
β (0, 1, 2)
β (0, 2, 1)

<
β (0, 0, 3)
β (0, 3, 0)

.

Preference parameters qH , qD are assumed such that a dove favors convic-
tion if and only if the aggregate signal profile is either (0, 3, 0) or (0, 0, 3)
while a hawk favors conviction if and only if the aggregate signal profile is
(0, 3, 0), (0, 0, 3), (0, 1, 2) or (0, 2, 1). There are thus two signal profiles for which
hawks and doves disagree on the optimal decision, namely (0, 1, 2) and (0, 2, 1).

0 1
β(3, 0, 0) β (2, 0, 1)

β (2, 1, 0)
β(1, 1, 1) β (1, 0, 2)

β (1, 2, 0)
β (0, 1, 2)
β (0, 2, 1)

β (0, 0, 3)
β (0, 3, 0)

qH qD

Figure 1: Conditional probabilities of guilt.

In this setting, TS strategies and beliefs always constitute an equilibrium,
for any parameter values qH and qD consistent with the above preferences and
for any signal precision p > 1

3 . We prove this by verifying explicitly that in a
putative TS equilibrium, no individual juror has an incentive to deviate from
truthtelling followed by sincere voting.

Note the following three simple facts. First, whatever the announcement
made by a juror in the communication stage (truthful or not), he has no incentive
to subsequently deviate from sincere voting, as such a deviation decreases the
probability that his favored decision ensues. In other words, deviating at the
voting stage is a weakly dominated strategy. Secondly, given that the voting rule
is simple majority, doves are always able to implement their favored decision.
Indeed, if the hawk favors conviction but doves do not, the latter can implement
acquittal simply by jointly voting for it while if the hawk prefers acquittal, doves
do so as well. Hence the doves have no incentive to deviate from truthtelling.
Finally, any rational juror chooses his action conditional on being pivotal.

We now analyze the truthtelling incentives of the hawk in the putative TS
equilibrium. The hawk’s announcement is pivotal if the remaining two jurors
hold signal profiles (0, 2, 0) or (0, 0, 2). In the first (second) case, a g1- (g2-) an-
nouncement would cause conviction while any of the remaining announcements
would cause acquittal. To systematically analyze the hawk’s incentive to deviate
at each of his three possible information sets i, g1 and g2, note that given the
symmetry of the model, conditions ensuring truthtelling of the hawk holding a
g1-signal or a g2-signal are identical modulo an exchange of subscripts. We can
therefore restrict our analysis to deviations of the hawk holding an i-signal or
holding a g1-signal.

Assume that the hawk holds an i-signal and is pivotal at the communication
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stage. The signal profile of the entire committee is then (1, 2, 0) or (1, 0, 2). In
either case, the decision that is taken by the committee given the true signal
profile is acquittal and coincides with the decision favored by the hawk. Ac-
cordingly, he has no incentive to deviate from truthtelling. Here, the consensus
effect is the sole source of truthtelling: despite heterogeneity and despite the
existence of signal profiles generating conflict, a hawk juror with an i-signal fully
agrees with the doves on the preferred action in all pivotal scenarios.

Assume next that the hawk holds a g1-signal and is pivotal in the commu-
nication stage. The signal profile of the entire committee is then either (0, 1, 2)
or (0, 3, 0). Here, in contrast to the previous case, the hawk disagrees with the
acquittal decision ensuing from truthtelling at (0, 1, 2) while he agrees with the
conviction decision ensuing from truthtelling at (0, 3, 0). If the hawk deviates to
announcing an i-signal, the signal profile observed at the voting stage by other
jurors is either (1, 0, 2) or (1, 2, 0), thus leading to an undesired acquittal. The
deviation to an i-report is therefore dominated by truthtelling. If the hawk de-
viates to a g2-announcement, the signal profile observed at the voting stage by
the remaining jurors is given by (0, 0, 3) or (0, 2, 1). The deviation beneficially
overturns an acquittal in the first case but adversely overturns a conviction in
the second case. The hawk thus faces uncertainty about the impact of his state-
ment: while at pivotal profile (0, 0, 2), a g2-report is harsher than a g1-report
and constitutes the only way to induce the desired conviction, the situation is
exactly reversed at pivotal profile (0, 2, 0).

Among the two pivotal profiles (0, 0, 2) and (0, 2, 0) faced by the hawk when
holding a g1-signal, (0, 0, 2) thus incentivizes lying while (0, 2, 0) incentivizes
truthtelling. Which incentive dominates depends on the relative probability
assigned to these two profiles, the latter itself depending on the probability
assigned to the states G1 and G2. A juror holding a g1-signal assigns a higher
probability to state G1 than to state G2, and accordingly to profile (0, 2, 0) than
to profile (0, 0, 2). The signal profile incentivizing truthtelling is thus assigned
a higher probability than the one incentivizing lying. Hence the hawk, when
holding a g1-signal, never prefers to announce a g2-signal. We may conclude that
the TS equilibrium exists for all parameter values matching our assumptions,
despite the existence of signal profiles generating conflict.

We close the discussion of this example with a remark on sequential com-
munication. The prescribed equilibrium continues to exist under a sequential
communication protocol where the single hawk speaks first. Indeed, the hawk’s
incentives when speaking first are identical to those under the simultaneous pro-
tocol while the doves still determine the outcome and hence have no incentives
to deviate. This insight stands in contrast to the impossibility result of van
Weelden (2008) for the classical setup with unknown preference types.

4 Properties of the information structure
In this section, we analyze the properties of conditional probabilities arising
within our model. The features identified in this section are essential to the
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subsequent equilibrium analysis. In a first step, we formalize the notion of
consistency and provide a qualitative result regarding its impact on ex post
probabilities in committees of fixed size. The presence of a consistency concern is
the central force behind our results. Indeed, eliminating the consistency concern
from our model leads back to a setting in which Coughlan’s impossibility result
applies, as we point out in Section 7. In a second step, we relax the assumption
of fixed committee size and consider the relative probabilities of the states of
the world as the only relevant quantities. This leads to a remarkably simple
lexicographic ordering of signal profiles. This ordering lies at the heart of our
asymptotic existence results.

Recall that we denote a signal profile by (x, y, z), where the entries describe
respectively the numbers of i-, g1- and g2-signals. The Bayesian posterior prob-
ability of guilt, for a signal profile (x, y, z) , is given by

β (x, y, z) =

(
2p

1−p

)y
+
(

2p
1−p

)z
(

2p
1−p

)x
+
(

2p
1−p

)y
+
(

2p
1−p

)z .
Clearly, as p > 1

3 and hence 2p
1−p > 1, β (x, y, z) is decreasing in x and increasing

in y and z. This captures the straightforward intuition that a larger number
of i-signals decreases the probability of guilt while a larger number of either
g-signal increases the probability of guilt.

For a given committee, the number of jurors n and hence the total number
of signals x+y+z = n is fixed. As we are ultimately interested in the reporting
incentives of a juror, we now analyze the effect of shifting mass from one entry
of β to another. Indeed, subtracting one unit from a given entry of β and adding
it to another replicates the change in beliefs of other jurors achievable by an
individual juror misreporting his signal in the TS equilibrium.

It immediately follows from the monotonicity properties of β that shifting
mass from the y- or z-entry to the x-entry of β (or vice versa) decreases (in-
creases) the posterior probability of guilt. In other words, misreporting a guilty
signal as an innocent signal (and vice versa) in the putative TS equilibrium de-
creases (increases) the posterior beliefs of other jurors regarding the probability
of guilt and thus unilaterally increases the likelihood of acquittal (conviction).
Considering now the effect of shifting mass between the last two entries, note
that this shift keeps the total number of guilty signals ng (x, y, z) := y + z con-
stant. Such a shift solely affects the consistency ∆ (x, y, z) := |z − y| of signals
indicating guilt. Rewriting β (x, y, z) as

β (n, ng,∆) =

(
2p

1−p

)ng+∆

2

+
(

2p
1−p

)ng−∆

2

(
2p

1−p

)n−ng
+
(

2p
1−p

)ng+∆

2

+
(

2p
1−p

)ng−∆

2

,

the following lemma allows us to evaluate the effect of a shift of mass between
guilty signals.
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Lemma 1. For fixed n and ∆, β = β (n, ng,∆) is increasing in ng. For fixed
n and ng, β = β (n, ng,∆) is increasing in ∆.

Lemma 1 clearly points out that two separate forces drive the posterior
probability of guilt. In particular, when comparing two signal profiles, a larger
total number ng of g-signals may be offset by a lack of consistency ∆ among
g-signals. While a direct quantitative comparison of these two forces is possible,
we introduce in what follows a simpler method for the comparison of ex post
probabilities of guilt arising from different signal profiles. Define

δ1 (x, y, z) := max {y, z} − x,
δ2 (x, y, z) := min {y, z} − x

and note that

β (x, y, z) = β (δ1, δ2) =

(
2p

1−p

)δ1
+
(

2p
1−p

)δ2
1 +

(
2p

1−p

)δ1
+
(

2p
1−p

)δ2 .
By construction, δ1 measures the relative likelihood of the ex post more likely
modality of guilt compared to innocence. Similarly, δ2 measures the relative
likelihood of the ex post less likely modality of guilt compared to innocence.
Under a moderate assumption on signal precisions, this leads to a strikingly
simple ordering of signal profiles of possibly different cardinalities:

Lemma 2. Assume p ≥ 1
2 and let (x, y, z) , (x̃, ỹ, z̃) ∈ N3. Then

β (x, y, z) > β (x̃, ỹ, z̃)⇔
{
δ1 (x, y, z) > δ1 (x̃, ỹ, z̃) or

δ1 (x, y, z) = δ1 (x̃, ỹ, z̃) ∧ δ2 (x, y, z) > δ2 (x̃, ỹ, z̃) .

For reasonable information quality, the lexicographic structure implied by
Lemma 2 sheds light on the heuristic followed by a juror: first, single out the
most likely modality of guilt. Next, compare its likelihood to the likelihood of
innocence. Only then, if necessary, consider the less likely modality of guilt and
assess its relative probability.

As a consequence of the lexicographic structure of the signal space with
respect to δ1 and δ2 and in stark contrast to the classical Condorcet model, the
following asymptotic feature arises in our model: for large n, limit points of
ex post probabilities of guilt appear strictly within the [0, 1]-interval of ex post
probabilities. Indeed, as the committee size n increases, there exist arbitrarily
many signal profiles characterized by the same δ1 ∈ Z, and δ2 ∈ Z can become
arbitrarily small, for any given δ1.

Lemma 3. Let p ≥ 1
2 and let β (x, y, z) = β (δ1, δ2) denote the ex post probability

of guilt arising from signal profile (x, y, z) ∈ N3. Then, the set of ex post proba-

bilities has limit points precisely at 0, 1 and at lim
δ2→−∞

β (δ1, δ2) =
( 2p

1−p )
δ1

1+( 2p
1−p )

δ1
, for

any δ1 ∈ Z.
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In Coughlan (2000), for a given qD and qH , as n tends to infinity, the num-
ber of signal profiles generating ex post conflict remains fixed. In contrast, in
our model, the number of such profiles will typically increase as n increases.
Any additional profile generating ex post conflict has a negative influence on
truthful reporting incentives. Nonetheless, as we show in Theorem 2 in the next
section, the detrimental effect of additional profiles generating ex post conflict
is frequently outbalanced by the appearance of new profiles that incentivize
truthtelling. In fact, a sufficiently large committee size may even serve as a
sufficient condition to guarantee the existence of a TS equilibrium, as we point
out in the discussion of Theorem 2.

5 Analysis of the TS equilibrium
The example of Section 3 shows that the TS equilibrium can exist despite po-
tential disagreement after full pooling of information. Making use of the general
properties identified in Section 4, this section provides an equilibrium analysis
for arbitrary committee sizes. Section 5.1 introduces key notions, Section 5.2
establishes our main results concerning the existence of the TS equilibrium.

5.1 Key notions
Fix the number n of jurors. For any preference type qj , j ∈ {H,D}, unless
it prefers acquittal for any possible signal realization, there exists a threshold
profile (xj , yj , zj) such that the following holds: a juror of preference type qj
prefers acquittal for signal profile (x, y, z) if β (x, y, z) < β (xj , yj , zj) while he
prefers conviction if β (x, y, z) ≥ β (xj , yj , zj). That is, a juror of preference
type qj prefers conviction precisely for those signal profiles that yield at least as
much evidence for the defendant being guilty as his threshold profile (xj , yj , zj)
does. Threshold profiles are unique up to transposition of the last two entries.
Without loss of generality, we focus on threshold profiles satisfying zj ≥ yj .

We say that a signal profile (x, y, z) is a conflict profile if conditional on
signal profile (x, y, z) hawks and doves disagree on the preferred action, that is,
if

qH ≤ β (x, y, z) < qD resp. β (xH , yH , zH) ≤ β (x, y, z) < β (xD, yD, zD) .

The number of conflict profiles provides a measure of conflict within the
committee that abstracts from the numerical values of qH and qD but directly
relates to the informational setup of the model. Recall that in the classical
model, the existence of the TS equilibrium is compatible with some degree
of heterogeneity among jurors’ preference parameters qH , qD but incompatible
with the existence of a conflict profile.

Given the assumption that there are only two types of jurors, the voting rule
k, as long as it is not unanimous, matters only in a binary sense: either the num-
ber of hawks matches or exceeds the number of votes k required for conviction,
so that hawks are sufficiently numerous to implement conviction whenever they
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wish. Otherwise, if hawks are not sufficiently numerous, the favored decision of
the doves is always implemented as they can veto any undesired attempt from
the hawks to convict the defendant. We say that hawks have critical mass in
the first scenario while doves have critical mass in the second scenario. Note
that in a putative TS equilibrium, the outcome of the trial will be as follows: if
the group having critical mass decides according to threshold profile (xj , yj , zj),
the defendant will be convicted if and only if the revealed signal profile (x, y, z)
satisfies β (xj , yj , zj) ≤ β (x, y, z).

5.2 Existence
This section provides necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of
the TS equilibrium. We find that the TS outcome frequently constitutes an
equilibrium of our model and is compatible with an arbitrary number of conflict
profiles. For the purpose of examining truthtelling incentives, an exhaustive
characterization of the set of pivotal profiles is required. Lemma A in the
Appendix provides an explicit classification of all pivotal profiles.

Verifying the existence of the TS equilibrium essentially consists in analyz-
ing one of the following two cases. If hawks have critical mass, the reporting
incentives of a dove holding a g1- or a g2-signal must be examined. If doves
have critical mass, the reporting incentives of a hawk holding an i-signal must
be examined. The involved deviation scenarios are intuitive; they correspond to
a juror’s incentive to bend the jury’s decision in the direction of his own relative
bias. Note furthermore that these deviation scenarios are analogues of those
determining a breakdown of the TS equilibrium within the classical model. We
provide a treatment of these deviation incentives in the proofs of our theorems.

In the steps preceding Theorem 1, we rule out all further deviations in the
putative TS equilibrium. First, by definition no juror has an incentive to de-
viate at the voting stage. Secondly, no juror of the preference type that has
critical mass has an incentive to deviate at the communication stage. Indeed,
the outcome in a putative TS equilibrium always coincides with the preferred
outcome of the group having critical mass. Thirdly, the following lemma rules
out deviations across guilty signals.

Lemma 4. In the putative TS equilibrium, a juror holding a g2-signal (g1-
signal) never has an incentive to deviate by reporting a g1-signal (g2-signal).

The argument behind Lemma 4 relies on the uncertainty effect described in
the example of Section 3. A single juror is uncertain about the relative impact
of either g-report. If, among other jurors’ reports, gi-signals are predominant
as compared to gj-signals, then a gi-announcement will be more effective at
triggering a conviction than a gj-announcement. A juror holding a gi-signal
assigns a higher probability to state Gi than to Gj . He accordingly assigns a
higher probability to gi-announcements being predominant as compared to gj-
announcements, and thus finds it optimal to report a gi-signal in order to max-
imize the likelihood of a conviction conditional on the defendant being guilty.
Summing up, the key insight is that a juror holding a gi-signal assigns higher
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probability to scenarios incentivizing truthtelling than to those incentivizing
misreporting a gj-signal.

Given Lemma 4, relevant deviations can either consist in reporting an i-
signal instead of some g-signal, which will unilaterally increase the chance of
an acquittal, or they can consist in reporting some g-signal instead of an i-
signal, which will unilaterally increase the chance of a conviction. Hence, in the
putative TS equilibrium, neither a dove holding an i-signal nor a hawk holding
a g1- or a g2-signal has an incentive to deviate: hawks (doves) never wish to
overturn a conviction (an acquittal) by deviating from truthtelling.

We now present our first main result.

Theorem 1. Let hawks have critical mass.
a) For any hawk type qH the TS equilibrium exists if and only if the value

of qD lies below a given upper bound q̂D(qH) > qH .
b) For any qH s.t. (xH , yH , zH) /∈ {(0, 0, n) , (n− 1, 0, 1)}, the pair (qH , qD)

with qD = q̂D(qH) implies at least one conflict profile.

Theorem 1 provides a general existence result for the TS equilibrium. Part
a) states the existence of a critical dove type q̂D(qH) such that the TS equi-
librium exists if and only if qD ∈ (qH , q̂D(qH)]. An analytical expression for
this critical dove type is given in the proof. Part b) yields a fundamental
qualitative statement: for any hawk type qH ∈ (β (n− 1, 0, 1) , β (0, 1, n− 1)),
there exist dove types qD such that the TS equilibrium exists despite the fact
that they imply at least one conflict profile. Note that for n → ∞ we have
(β (n− 1, 0, 1) , β (0, 1, n− 1)) → (0, 1). Part b) of Theorem 1 stands in stark
contrast to Coughlan’s impossibility result in demonstrating that in our envi-
ronment, the TS equilibrium is generically compatible with the existence of at
least one conflict profile.

The proof of Theorem 1 relies on the consensus effect by excluding a dove’s
deviation from some g-signal to an i-signal. Regarding Part a), note that a
dove’s utility from conviction is linear and strictly decreasing in qD for any
signal profile (x, y, z) and recall that a switch from some g-report to an i-report
unilaterally decreases the likelihood of a conviction. Furthermore, for the limit
case of perfectly aligned preferences, i.e. qD = qH , truthtelling is obviously
optimal as it ensures the preferred decision for the doves as well as for the
hawks at any signal profile.

As for Part b), consider the case where qD = β (xH , yH , zH) > qH . Here,
doves still weakly prefer the hawks’ favorite outcome for any signal profile,
with indifference precisely for signal profiles (xH , yH , zH) and (xH , zH , yH). A
marginal increase of qD therefore yields a marginal incentive to change the
outcome from conviction to acquittal for these two conflict profiles by deviating
to an i-report. However, by the assumptions on the hawks’ threshold profile
(xH , yH , zH), there exists another signal profile for which a deviation towards
an i-report changes the outcome (see Lemma A in the Appendix). This change
yields a strict incentive for truthtelling that dominates the marginal incentive
to deviate arising from profiles (xH , yH , zH) and (xH , zH , yH). Hence, the TS
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equilibrium is compatible with conflict profiles (xH , yH , zH) and (xH , zH , yH)
and therefore q̂D (qH) > β (xH , yH , zH).

The role of the consensus effect is key to understanding why unanimous
voting rules typically have to be excluded from our analysis. Suppose the voting
rule is given by k = 1. The consensus effect incentivizes a dove holding some g-
signal not to misreport it as an i-signal to avoid potentially undesired acquittals.
Now suppose the following sequence of events: first, the dove indeed misreported
his g-signal as an i-signal. Secondly, after the communication stage, an acquittal
is the outcome triggered by the realized report profile on equilibrium path.
Thirdly, given other jurors’ truthful reports and his true signal, the dove favors
a conviction. Then, the dove can individually impose this desired conviction
simply by voting for it. Hence, under unanimity, there is no potential downside
of lying for a dove. The same argument appears in Austen-Smith and Feddersen
(2006). However, note that their impossibility result with respect to unanimity
does not apply in full generality to our environment. Indeed, in the example of
Section 3 the TS equilibrium continues to exist if the committee consists of two
hawks and one dove and the voting rule is changed to k = 3 (unanimity).

Theorem 2 complements Theorem 1 by considering the case of arbitrary
numbers of conflict profiles and performing a quantitative analysis of the above
mentioned trade-off.

Theorem 2. Let hawks have critical mass and fix some m ∈ N and some qH ∈
(0, 1). Then there exists a threshold committee size n̂ s.t. for any committee
size n ≥ n̂ and any signal quality p ≥ 1

2 , the pair (qH , qD) with qD = q̂D(qH)
implies at least m conflict profiles.

Theorem 2 states that the number of conflict profiles compatible with the
TS equilibrium is arbitrarily large, if committee size is sufficiently large. The
only added requirement with respect to Theorem 1 is a moderate lower bound
on signal precision. The existence of the TS equilibrium for a given number of
conflict profiles is guaranteed uniformly over signal precisions and large commit-
tee sizes. By an additional compactness argument, the statement also applies
uniformly over values of qH located within the [ε, 1− ε]-interval, for any ε > 0.

We give an intuitive outline of the proof of Theorem 2 in what follows;
a formal treatment of technical aspects can be found in the Appendix. In a
first step, recall some of the structural results we derived in Section 4: for
p ≥ 1

2 , signal profiles are ordered in a lexicographic way. The fundamental
characteristic of a given signal profile is the relative likelihood of the most
likely modality of guilt relative to the likelihood of innocence, measured by
δ1 (x, y, z) := max {y, z} − x. The larger δ1, the larger the posterior probability
of guilt. Profiles with identical δ1-values are ordered according to δ2 (x, y, z) :=
min {y, z} − x, higher values again indicating higher posteriors for guilt. Limit
points of posterior probabilities of guilt are thus spread over the [0, 1]-interval
and given as lim

x→∞
β (x, 0, x+ δ1), for any δ1 ∈ Z.

The second step of the proof relates these structural properties of the signal
space to the question of pivotality in a putative TS equilibrium. Fix some com-
mittee size n and let hawks have critical mass. Suppose a signal profile (x, y, z)
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at which a deviation by a dove from a truthful g2-report to an i-report will
change the outcome. Such a signal profile must satisfy
β (x+ 1, y, z − 1) < β (xH , yH , zH) ≤ β (x, y, z). All ex post probabilities of
guilt arising from signal profiles (x, y, z) that satisfy the above inequalities are
necessarily placed within the interval [β (xH , yH , zH) , β (xH − 1, yH , zH + 1)).
Note that this latter interval typically contains two limit points of ex post prob-
abilities (see Figure 2).

0

q̂D

1

β(xH , yH , zH) β(xH − 1, yH , zH + 1)

Figure 2: Limit points of ex post probabilities.

The main intuition for Theorem 2 is now the following: the critical dove
type q̂D (qH) must be located in between qH and β (xH − 1, yH , zH + 1). In-
deed, all pivotal profiles generating ex post probabilities of guilt smaller than
q̂D (qH) incentivize deviating while those generating probabilities larger than
this threshold incentivize truthtelling. If the indifference point q̂D (qH) is to the
left of both limit points, for large n a “double infinite” number of profiles that
incentive truthtelling must be exactly counterbalanced by a bounded number of
profiles that incentivize deviating, which is implausible. It follows that, for large
n, q̂D (qH) must lie in between and bounded away from both limit points. But
the existence of one limit point of pivotal profiles to the left of q̂D (qH) implies
that qH and q̂D (qH) determine an arbitrarily large number of conflict profiles
when n → ∞. This is the core statement of Theorem 2. As an immediate
consequence of the same reasoning, we can conclude that whenever qH and qD
are within the same interval between limit points, a sufficiently large committee
size n is a sufficient condition for the existence of the TS equilibrium. This
potentially supportive effect of large committee size for the existence of the TS
equilibrium contrasts with the results of Meirowitz (2007), among others.

Theorem 2 provides the general insight that the number of conflict profiles,
in our model, has no fundamental bearing upon the existence of the TS equilib-
rium. In our environment, it therefore does not provide a relevant measure of
heterogeneity and conflict among jurors. This insight constrasts with existing
results in the literature on deliberation in heterogeneous committees. In Cough-
lan (2000) and Van Weelden (2008), a single conflict profile already precludes
the existence of the TS equilibrium. Le Quement (2012) shows that uncertainty
about juror preferences does not suffice to support the TS equilibrium in large
committees in the presence of more than one conflict profile.

The analysis of the case where doves have critical mass is qualitatively iden-
tical to the above. Equivalents to Theorems 1 and 2 for the case where doves
have critical mass are provided in the Appendix as Theorem 1.A and Theorem
2.A. As a closing remark, numerical examples show that the attribution of crit-
ical mass matters. Furthermore, no set of voting rules assigning critical mass
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to the one preference type unilaterally dominates in terms of compatibility with
the TS equilibrium. The relevance of the voting rule for the existence of the
TS equilibrium is an innovative feature of our model as compared to Coughlan
(2000).

6 General committees and first best outcomes
In this section, we release the assumption of only two preference types and
sincere voting. Our previous results are shown to carry over to this new envi-
ronment. This more general setup furthermore allows us to address the question
of the implementability of the first best decision rule.

General committees. A natural generalization of the basic hawks vs doves
setup is to allow for individual preference parameters qj ∈ (0, 1) for each juror
j. Without loss of generality, assume q1 ≤ . . . ≤ qn, i.e. juror 1 is the harshest
juror and juror n the most lenient.

In what follows, we call decision rule q̃ the rule that assigns to each profile of
pooled signals the decision that a hypothetical juror of preference type q̃ favors.
The equilibrium that we consider in what follows is of the following type: jurors
truthfully announce their signals in the communication stage. Subsequently,
each juror, independently of his own preference type qj , votes for conviction if
and only if the pooled information is such that a juror of type q̃ would favor a
conviction. Accordingly, an individual juror is never pivotal in the voting stage
as long as the voting rule is non-unanimous.

The next theorem follows from our characterizations of the previous section.

Theorem 3. Fix q1, ..., qn with q1 ≤ . . . ≤ qn, and some voting rule k ∈
{2, ..., n− 1}. There exists a truthful equilibrium implementing decision rule q̃
if and only if q1 ≥ q̂H(q̃) and qn ≤ q̂D(q̃).

Theorem 3 states that a truthful equilibrium implementing decision rule q̃
exists if and only if the thresholds of the most extreme jurors q1 and qn are
within the interval [q̂H(q̃), q̂D(q̃)] defined by the threshold of a virtual juror of
preference type q̃. Indeed, if this is the case, it follows trivially that q2, ..., qn−1

are also located within this interval. As compared to the TS equilibrium in the
binary setup with hawks and doves, this generalization typically renders truth-
ful communication compatible with a substantially larger spread of preference
parameters within the committee. Indeed, in the original setup, the imple-
mented decision rule is that of an extreme preference type (hawks or doves)
whereas here, the implemented decision rule is typically that of a hypothetical
intermediate preference type.

A main implication of Theorem 3 is as follows: given a set of heterogeneous
individuals, all non-unanimous voting rules are equivalent in terms of their com-
patibility with a truthful equilibrium implementing decision rule q̃. This result
is reminiscent of Gerardi and Yariv (2007).
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We visualize Theorem 3 in Figure 3 for the classical jury size of n = 12
with p = 0.8. Given any decision rule q̃ (on the horizontal axis), the dashed
(solid) graph indicates the most lenient (harshest) juror type compatible with
the existence of a truthful equilibrium implementing decision rule q̃. For every
q̃, a truthful equilibrium implementing decision rule q̃ exists if and only if all
juror types are located within the interval defined by the two step functions.
For our choice of parameters, the number of conflict profiles between the two
extreme types defining this interval is typically around 10.
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 Figure 3: Preference types compatible with truthful equilibrium 
                 implementing decision rule q.

q̂(q)

Welfare-maximizing outcomes. As demonstrated in Wolinsky (2002), Ger-
ardi and Yariv (2007) and Gerardi, McLean and Postlewaite (2009), conflict in
committees typically precludes implementation of the ex post welfare maximiz-
ing outcome if utility is non-transferable. This impossibility result frequently
breaks down within our environment.

Suppose a committee with individual preference parameters q1 ≤ . . . ≤
qn and suppose a social planner or a designer wants to maximize the ex post
expected utility among jurors according to Eu = E

∑n
j=1 λjuj =

∑n
j=1 λjEuj

for given Pareto-weights λ1, ..., λn ≥ 0 with
∑n
j=1 λj = 1. Given fully pooled

private signals, the expected ex post utility of juror j conditional on signal
profile (x, y, z) is given by

Euj ((x, y, z) , α) =

{
−P [ω ∈ G| (x, y, z)] · (1− qj) α = A

−P [ω = I| (x, y, z)] · qj α = C,
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so

Eu ((x, y, z) , α) =

{
−P [ω ∈ G| (x, y, z)] ·

(
1−∑n

j=1 λjqj

)
α = A

−P [ω = I| (x, y, z)] ·∑n
j=1 λjqj α = C.

Hence the socially optimal action, given fully pooled information, coincides
with the preferred action of a hypothetical juror with preference parameter
q =

∑n
j=1 λjqj .

Theorem 4. Fix preference parameters q1, ..., qn, with q1 ≤ ... ≤ qn, and
define q =

∑n
j=1 λjqj. The welfare maximizing decision rule with respect to

Eu =
∑n
j=1 λjEuj is implementable if and only if q satisfies the assumptions

of Theorem 3.

Theorem 4 provides a simple criterion for the implementability of the wel-
fare maximizing decision rule in general committees. Consider a mediator who
receives private reports from all the jurors and recommends to all jurors to vote
for conviction if and only if a juror of preference type q would favor a conviction.
Suppose that in this mediation game truthful reporting and obedient voting are
incentive compatible. The incentives of a juror in a truthful equilibrium imple-
menting the decision rule q are identical to those that he faces in an equilibrium
of the mediation game that implements decision rule q. By the revelation prin-
ciple, if the decision rule q can be implemented, it can be implemented in the
mediation game and thus in a truthful equilibrium. This, together with Theo-
rem 3, proves Theorem 4. An attractive feature of Theorem 4 is that the welfare
maximizing decision rule can be implemented without resorting to an outside
agent endowed with commitment power.

On the other hand, the alternative approach of installing a mediator who
decides according to some arbitrary preference type q̃ and recommends unan-
imous voting is compatible with the assumption of sincere voting. Indeed, as
long as the mediator does not publicly reveal the collected signals, all jurors will
be willing to follow his recommendation at the voting stage if they were willing
to report their information truthfully at the communication stage. Hence, the
conditions in Theorem 3 ensure the incentive compatibility of truthful revelation
followed by sincere voting in the mediation game.

7 Bridging the gap to the classical Condorcet
model

In this final section, we show that the simultaneous addition of two ingredients
is key to determining the breakdown of Coughlan’s impossibility result: a richer
message space as well as a richer signal structure. We first briefly examine the
role of an increased message space and subsequently analyze in more detail the
role of a richer signal structure.

Suppose that the message space is of cardinality two instead of three. Denote
this space by {i, g}. An example of such an environment would be straw polls in
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which jurors first cast a non-binding vote and subsequently, upon observation of
the aggregate profile of straw votes, cast a binding vote. In such an environment,
one may ask whether there exists an equilibrium of the following type. First, in
the communication (straw poll) stage, jurors send message i when holding an
i-signal while they send message g when holding either type of g-signal. In the
second stage, jurors vote sincerely.

In the above putative equilibrium, it is easy to see that the total number
of g-reports revealed is all jurors take into account when casting a sincere vote.
Suppose that the committee is heterogeneous in the sense that for at least one
number of g-reports, there is disagreement between hawks and doves about the
optimal decision. Now suppose hawks have critical mass. Then, the report of
a dove is pivotal if and only if the number of guilty signals reported by other
jurors is exactly one unit less than the number of guilty signals that hawks
require to prefer conviction. But in this case, a dove holding some g-signal still
prefers acquittal in expectation and hence will report an i-signal to implement
his preferred outcome. This is precisely the mechanism that drives Coughlan’s
impossibility result.

Next, we analyze the role played by a richer signal structure. We proceed by
explicitly linking our model to the standard Condorcet model in which signals
only contain information about whether the defendant is innocent or guilty.
Thereby, we show that the Condorcet model is nested within a generalized
version of our model and we once more highlight the role played by consistency
as the fundamental difference between both setups.

Recall the information structure of our analysis so far: signals are i.i.d.
conditional on the realized state of the world ω ∈ {I,G1, G2}; they show the
correct state of the world with probability p ∈

(
1
3 , 1
)
while indicating either of

the remaining states with probability pr = (1−p)
2 , the subscript r standing for

“residual”. Call this information structure ungarbled.
Suppose now instead a garbled information structure that fully eliminates

the informational distinction between the two modalities of guilt: signals do no
longer contain any information about whether the true state of the world is G1

or G2. Let the signal generating process take the following form: if the true
state is I, an i-signal is generated with probability p, while either type of guilty
signal (g1 or g2) is generated with probability pr+pr

2 = pr. If either of the guilty
states is the true state of the world, an i-signal is generated with probability pr
while a g1- or g2-signal is generated with probability p+pr

2 .
Next, we can consider arbitrary mixtures of these two information structures

via an additional parameter λ ∈ [0, 1]. A λ-mixed signal generating process
attaches weight λ to the ungarbled signal generating process and weight 1 − λ
to the garbled signal generating process. Formally, if I is the true state of the
world, an i-signal is generated with probability p. On the other hand, each of
the guilty-signals is generated with probability λ ·pr+(1− λ) · pr+pr

2 = pr. Note
that none of these numbers depends on λ. However, if e.g. G1 is the true state
of the world, an i-signal is generated with probability pr, a g1-signal is generated
with probability pλ := λ · p + (1− λ) · p+pr2 and a g2-signal is generated with
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probability pr,λ := λ · pr + (1− λ) · p+pr2 . Here, the probabilities of different
signals occurring clearly depend on λ. The case of G2 being the true state of
the world is symmetric.

A λ-mixed information structure is not merely a technical construct but po-
tentially captures some realistic features of information which we have so far
abstracted from. Some bits of a juror’s signal may well refer to guilt without
explicitly favoring a particular modality. As an example, the presence of the
defendant’s fingerprints at the scene of the crime typically does not convey infor-
mation about the points in time at which the crime could have been committed,
which constitute different modalities. However, as long as λ > 0, we stick to
the assumption that some bits of information contained in a given signal indeed
refer to a particular modality of guilt.

Given a λ−mixed signal generating process and a signal precision p, the
Bayesian posterior probability of guilt given signal profile (x, y, z) is given as

βλ (x, y, z) =
pxr · pyλ · pzr,λ + pxr · pyr,λ · pzλ

px · pyr · pzr + pxr · pyλ · pzr,λ + pxr · pyr,λ · pzλ
.

Using the coordinates introduced in Section 4, namely n = x+y+ z, ng = y+ z
and ∆ = |z − y|, the following lemma provides a direct generalization of Lemma
1:

Lemma 5. For fixed n and ng, βλ = βλ (n, ng,∆) is weakly increasing in ∆ for
any λ ≥ 0, and strictly increasing in ∆ if and only if λ > 0.

Lemma 5 shows that, unless signals do not transmit any information about
the modality of guilt (λ = 0), increasing consistency among a given total number
of guilty signals increases the posterior probability of guilt. This implies that,
although potentially mitigated, the driving forces of our results, namely the
consensus effect and the uncertainty effect, remain present for any positive λ.
In other words, the qualitative insights of our main analysis remain valid except
for the limit case where no informational distinction at all can be made between
different modalities of guilt.

If λ = 0, it follows that p0 = pr,0 = p+pr
2 and after some algebra β0 simplifies

to

β0 (n, ng,∆) =
2
3 ·
(

1−p
2

)n−ng · ( 1+p
2

)ng
1
3 · pn−ng · (1− p)

ng + 2
3 ·
(

1−p
2

)n−ng · ( 1+p
2

)ng .
In particular, β0 is increasing in ng and does not depend on ∆, in line with

Lemma 5. Our model is now mathematically equivalent to the classical two
states and two signals Condorcet model with the following specifications: the
defendant is guilty with prior probability 2

3 . If the defendant is guilty, a g-signal
is generated with probability 1+p

2 and an i-signal is generated with probability
1−p

2 . In case the defendant is innocent, an i-signal is generated with probability
p and a g-signal is generated with probability 1− p. It follows that Coughlan’s
impossibility result applies.
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8 Conclusion
We find that in a simple jury model with pre-vote communication that ac-
counts for the role of informational consistency, substantial preference diver-
gence among jurors is frequently compatible with the existence of the TS equi-
librium. Furthermore, we identify the driving forces underlying this result,
namely the consensus and uncertainty effects, both of which originate in the
emerging multiplicity of pivotal scenarios faced by jurors in the communica-
tion stage. We subsequently present conditions for the implementability of first
best decision rules through truthful equilibria of our game. These conditions
are satisfied for a large set of parameter values and independent of the chosen
(non-unanimous) voting rule.

The consistency concern provides an innovative approach to the general issue
of the contextual determination of meaning in communication games. That is,
the relative impact of given statements is often to a large extent dependent on
the remaining information available to the audience. In our environment, an-
nouncements exhibit positive complementarity. We believe that the contextual
generation of meaning, whether featuring positive or negative complementarity,
could fruitfully be studied within the context of other communication games.

A central aspect of our analysis is the asymmetry characterizing our envi-
ronment: simple decisions combine with rich information and rich language.
Our results indicate that rich information and language can facilitate informa-
tion pooling between heterogeneous agents. These features generate commu-
nicational complexity that fosters the appearance of trade-offs in truthtelling
incentives. We consider this insight worth investigating more.

Appendix
Proof of Lemma 1. Lemma 1 is a special case of Lemma 5 whose proof is found
at the end of the Appendix.

Proof of Lemma 2. To simplify notation, define γ := 2p
1−p . Then β (δ1, δ2) =

γδ1+γδ2

1+γδ1+γδ2
is increasing in δ1 and δ2. Now compare β (δ1, δ2) and β

(
δ̃1, δ̃2

)
with

δ1 > δ̃1. As by definition δ1 ≥ δ2, δ̃1 ≥ δ̃2, and as p ≥ 1
2 implies γ ≥ 2, we have

β (δ1, δ2) =
γδ1 + γδ2

1 + γδ1 + γδ2
>

γδ1

1 + γδ1
≥ γ δ̃1+1

1 + γ δ̃1+1

≥ γ δ̃1 + γ δ̃1

1 + γ δ̃1 + γ δ̃1
≥ γ δ̃1 + γ δ̃2

1 + γ δ̃1 + γ δ̃2
= β

(
δ̃1, δ̃2

)
.

This proves the lexicographic structure claimed by the Lemma.

Proof of Lemma 3. Any pair (δ1, δ2) ∈ Z2 with δ1 ≥ δ2 can arise from a signal
profile (x, y, z) ∈ N3 by fixing some natural number l ≥ |δ2| and setting x = l,
y = l + δ2, z = l + δ1.
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To see that all limit points are of the claimed form, take an arbitrary conver-
gent sequence β (xn, yn, zn), n ∈ N, that does not have a constant subsequence.
If δ1 (xn, yn, zn) → ±∞, then β (xn, yn, zn) converges to 1 or 0. Otherwise, by
the lexicographic ordering, δ1 (xn, yn, zn) ultimately becomes stationary, and by
convergence, δ2 (xn, yn, zn) → −∞ as δ2 (xn, yn, zn) is bounded from above by
δ1 (xn, yn, zn). This proves the Lemma.

Proof of Lemma 4. Suppose a juror with preference parameter q holding a g2-
signal and let (x, y, z) be an arbitrary profile of the remaining n− 1 jurors with
y ≤ z. If both g-reports lead to the same outcome the profile (x, y, z) provides
no incentives with respect to a deviation across g-signals. In particular, this
is the case if y = z. If the two g-reports lead to different outcomes, by the
assumption of y ≤ z a g2-report will lead to conviction for profile (x, y, z) and
to acquittal for the transposed profile (x, z, y), while a g1-report will lead to
conviction for profile (x, z, y) and to acquittal for profile (x, y, z). Comparing
expected utilities from a g1- and a g2-report conditional on the remaining jurors’
signal profile being either (x, y, z) or (x, z, y) yields

Eu [g2| {(x, y, z) , (x, z, y)}]− Eu [g1| {(x, y, z) , (x, z, y)}]
= P [I|g2] · (P [(x, z, y)|I]− P [(x, y, z)|I]) · q

+P [G1|g2] · (P [(x, y, z)|G1]− P [(x, z, y)|G1]) · (1− q)
+P [G2|g2] · (P [(x, y, z)|G2]− P [(x, z, y)|G2]) · (1− q)

=
n! ·

(
1−p

2

)n
x! · y! · z!

((
2p

1− p

)
− 1

)((
2p

1− p

)z
−
(

2p

1− p

)y)
(1− q)

> 0.

Hence, for any pair of transposed profiles, the juror is either indifferent between
lying and reporting truthfully or has a strict incentive to report truthfully.
Given that the set of feasible signal profiles of other jurors can entirely be
fragmented into such pairs, this proves the result. Clearly, the result applies in
a symmetric fashion to a juror holding a g1-signal and considering a deviation
towards reporting g2.

Lemma A. Fix n, assume p ≥ 1
2 and let hawks have critical mass1 with thresh-

old profile (xH , yH , zH) such that ∆H = zH − yH ≥ 0. Then the set PIV of all
pivotal profiles consists of the following profiles of n− 1 signals:2

1The case of doves having critical mass is identical, change subscripts from H to D.
2For any real number w, bwc denotes the largest integer smaller or equal than w.
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Piv1(r) = (xH + r, yH − 2(r + 1), zH + r + 1) for r = 0, ...,
⌊yH

2

⌋
− 1

PivT1 (r) = (xH + r, zH + r + 1, yH − 2(r + 1)) for r = 0, ...,
⌊yH

2

⌋
− 1

Piv2(s) = (xH − s, yH + 2s− 1, zH − s) for s = 0, ...,min

{⌊
∆H + 1

3

⌋
, xH

}
PivT2 (s) = (xH − s, zH − s, yH + 2s− 1) for s = 0, ...,min

{⌊
∆H + 1

3

⌋
, xH

}
Piv3(r̃) = (xH + r̃, yH − 2r̃ − 1, zH + r̃) for r̃ = 0, ...,

⌊
yH − 1

2

⌋
PivT3 (r̃) = (xH + r̃, zH + r̃, yH − 2r̃ − 1) for r̃ = 0, ...,

⌊
yH − 1

2

⌋
Piv4(s̃) = (xH − s̃, yH + 2s̃, zH − s̃− 1) for s̃ = 0, ...,min

{⌊
∆H − 1

3

⌋
, xH

}
PivT4 (s̃) = (xH − s̃, zH − s̃− 1, yH + 2s̃) for s̃ = 0, ...,min

{⌊
∆H − 1

3

⌋
, xH

}
where

Piv2 (0) = Piv3 (0)

PivT2 (0) = PivT3 (0)

Piv2

(⌊
∆H + 1

3

⌋)
= PivT2

(⌊
∆H + 1

3

⌋)
if ∆H + 1 = 0 mod 3

Piv4

(⌊
∆H − 1

3

⌋)
= PivT4

(⌊
∆H − 1

3

⌋)
if ∆H − 1 = 0 mod 3.

Proof of Lemma A. Let (x, y, z) be an arbitrary signal profile of n − 1 jurors.
Assume without loss of generality that z ≥ y. The profile (x, y, z) then is a
pivotal profile if and only if

β (x+ 1, y, z) < β (xH , yH , zH) ≤ β (x, y, z + 1) .

By Lemma 2 this implies
(z − x) = zH − xH + 1 ∧ y − x ≤ yH − xH or
(z − x) = zH − xH or
(z − x) = zH − xH − 1 ∧ y − x ≥ yH − xH .

With n = xH + yH + zH fixed, the first case corresponds to profiles of type
Piv1, the second case to profiles of type Piv2 and Piv3 and the third case to
profiles of type Piv4. The transposed profiles are derived in exactly the same
way, assuming y ≥ z and comparing a g1-report with an i-report.

Proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality, consider a dove holding a g2-
signal. Recall that an i-report leads to acquittal for any pivotal profile and write
PIVg2

for the set of all pivotal profiles for which a g2-report leads to conviction.
Note that PIVg2

depends on qH resp. (xH , yH , zH) only.
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a) The TS equilibrium exists if and only if expected utility from reporting
g2 is at least as large as expected utility from reporting i, that is

Eu(g2)− Eu(i) = −
∑

(x,y,z)∈PIVg2

P [I|g2] · P [(x, y, z) |I] · qD

+
∑

(x,y,z)∈PIVg2

P [G|g2] · P [(x, y, z) |G] · (1− qD)

≥ 0.

The above expression is decreasing in qD, hence the inequality holds for any

qD ≤

∑
(x,y,z)∈PIVg2

P [G|g2] · P [(x, y, z) |G]∑
(x,y,z)∈PIVg2

(P [G|g2] · P [(x, y, z) |G] + P [I|g2] · P [(x, y, z) |I])

and equality yields q̂D(qH).
b) Eu(g2)−Eu(i) is continuous and linearly decreasing in qD as seen above.

Consider the boundary case of essentially homogeneous preferences: for qD =
β (xH , yH , zH), doves holding a g2-signal are indifferent between both outcomes
for profile Piv4 (0) = (xH , yH , zH − 1) while for all other pivotal profiles they
prefer truthtelling over deviating towards an i-report. To prove strict incentives
for truthtelling, it therefore suffices to guarantee the existence of another pivotal
profile. We distinguish three cases.

First, if (xH , yH , zH) = (n, 0, 0), hawks will implement conviction indepen-
dently of all reports, there are no pivotal profiles at all and hence the TS equi-
librium trivially exists.

Secondly, if yH > 0, the remaining jurors hold signal profile Piv3 (0) =
(xH , yH − 1, zH) with positive probability. For any p > 1

3 , we have
β (xH + 1, yH − 1, zH) < β (xH , yH , zH) < β (xH , yH − 1, zH + 1), hence doves have
a strict incentive for truthtelling.

Thirdly, if yH = 0 and xH > 0, zH ≥ 2, the remaining jurors hold signal
profile Piv2 (1) = (xH − 1, yH + 1, zH − 1) with positive probability. Here, for
any p > 1

3 we have β (xH , yH + 1, zH − 1) < β (xH , yH , zH) < β (xH − 1, yH + 1, zH),
so again doves have a strict incentive for truthtelling.

As by assumption (xH , yH , zH) /∈ {(0, 0, n) , (n− 1, 0, 1)}, it follows that
doves with preference parameter qD = β (xH , yH , zH) have a strict incentive
for truthtelling. The result then follows from continuity and monotonicity of
Eu(g2)− Eu(i) with respect to qD.

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 2 relies on the structural insights
from Lemmas 2 and 3. Consider without loss of generality a dove holding a
g2-signal. Fix some qH ∈ (0, 1). Then, one of the following two cases applies:

1. For some jury size ñ, the threshold profile (xH , yH , zH) satisfies yH ≥ 2.
2. For any jury size n, the threshold profile (xH , yH , zH) satisfies yH < 2.

Fixm and qH resp. (xH , yH , zH) for some large committee size n. To abbreviate
notation, write γ := 2p

1−p ≥ 2. For either of the above cases, we show that there
exists a value for qD that implies at least m conflict profiles and at the same
time is compatible with the existence of the TS equilibrium.
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The case yH ≥ 2:
Note that qH is necessarily bounded away from any limit point of the set of
posterior probabilities as for jury size ñ we have

(
2p

1−p

)zH−xH

1 +
(

2p
1−p

)zH−xH
< β (xH + 1, yH − 2, zH + 1) < qH ≤ β (xH , yH , zH) <

(
2p

1−p

)zH−xH+1

1 +
(

2p
1−p

)zH−xH+1
.

It is therefore enough to prove the claim for the following threshold profiles:
(xH , yH , zH) with yH ≥ 2 and constant δ1 = zH − xH , δ2 = yH − xH , where
xH , yH , zH can be arbitrarily large. To ensure the existence of at leastm conflict
profiles, it suffices to check that the TS equilibrium exists for

qD = β

(
xH +

yH

2
−m− 1, 2m+ 1, zH +

yH

2
−m

)
=

γ2m+1 + γzH+
yH
2

−m

γxH+
yH
2

−m−1 + γ2m+1 + γzH+
yH
2

−m

with yH ≥ 2m + 2. This choice guarantees the existence of at least m conflict
profiles, namely profiles Piv3 (r) + (0, 0, 1) for r =

⌊
yH−1

2

⌋
−m − 1, ...,

⌊
yH−1

2

⌋
(see Lemma A for the definition of Piv3 (r)).

We now show that the overall sum of incentives for truthtelling arising from
these profiles is positive. We do so by combining detrimental profiles with
suitable beneficial profiles and show that the previous statement holds for each
such combination individually.

Combining profiles PivT2 (s) and Piv4(s) for s ≥ 0 yields

Eu(g2|PivT2 (s))− Eu(i|PivT2 (s)) + Eu(g2|Piv4(s))− Eu(i|Piv4(s))

= −P [I|g2] · P [(xH − s, zH − s, yH + 2s− 1) |I] · qD
+P [G1|g2] · P [(xH − s, zH − s, yH + 2s− 1) |G1] · (1− qD)

+P [G2|g2] · P [(xH − s, zH − s, yH + 2s− 1) |G2] · (1− qD)

−P [I|g2] · P [(xH − s, yH + 2s, zH − s− 1) |I] · qD
+P [G1|g2] · P [(xH − s, yH + 2s, zH − s− 1) |G1] · (1− qD)

+P [G2|g2] · P [(xH − s, yH + 2s, zH − s− 1) |G2] · (1− qD)

=
(n− 1)! ·

(
1−p

2

)n
· γxH

(xH − s)! · (yH + 2s)! · (zH − s)! ·
(
γxH+

yH
2
−m−1 + γ2m+1 + γzH+

yH
2
−m
)

· (zH + yH + s) ·
(
−γ−s+2m+1 − γzH+

yH
2
−s−m + γ

3
2
yH+2s−m−1 + γzH+

yH
2
−s−m−1

)
.

For fixed qH and n sufficiently large, xH , yH , zH are large relative to the
differences between each other as well as relative to s. The first line then barely
depends on s while the second line is increasing in s. So, for any feasible s,

Eu(g2|PivT2 (s))− Eu(i|PivT2 (s)) + Eu(g2|Piv4(s))− Eu(i|Piv4(s))

≥ Eu(g2|PivT2 (0))− Eu(i|PivT2 (0)) + Eu(g2|Piv4(0))− Eu(i|Piv4(0)).

To outweigh the potential loss from profiles PivT2 (s) and Piv4(s), consider pro-
files Piv1(r) for r = 0, ..., 2

⌊
∆H+1

3

⌋
+ 1, where 2

⌊
∆H+1

3

⌋
+ 1 ≤

⌊
yH−1

2

⌋
−m− 3
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for sufficiently large n so that yH is sufficiently large. Note that
Eu(g2|Piv1(r))− Eu(i|Piv1(r))

=
(n− 1)! ·

(
1−p

2

)n
· γxH

(xH + r)! · (yH − 2 (r + 1))! · (zH + r + 1)! ·
(
γxH+

yH
2
−m−1 + γ2m+1 + γzH+

yH
2
−m
)

·
(
−γr+2m+1 − γzH+

yH
2

+r−m + γ
3
2
yH−2(r+1)−m−1 + γzH+

yH
2

+r−m+1
)
.

As before, for n sufficiently large, xH , yH , zH are large relative to r and hence
the second line barely depends on r while the third line is increasing in r. So,
for any r under consideration,

Eu(g2|Piv1(r))− Eu(i|Piv1(r)) ≥ Eu(g2|Piv1(0))− Eu(i|Piv1(0)).

Summing up yields⌊
∆H+1

3

⌋∑
s=0

Eu(g2|PivT2 (s))− Eu(i|PivT2 (s)) + Eu(g2|Piv4(s))− Eu(i|Piv4(s))

+

2
⌊

∆H+1
3

⌋∑
r=0

Eu(g2|Piv1(r))− Eu(i|Piv1(r))

≥
(⌊

∆H + 1

3

⌋
+ 1

)(
Eu(g2|PivT2 (0))− Eu(i|PivT2 (0)) + Eu(g2|Piv4(0))− Eu(i|Piv4(0))

)
+2

(⌊
∆H + 1

3

⌋
+ 1

)
(Eu(g2|Piv1(0))− Eu(i|Piv1(0)))

=

(⌊
∆H+1

3

⌋
+ 1
)
· (zH + yH) · (n− 1)! ·

(
1−p

2

)n
· γxH

xH ! · yH ! · zH ! ·
(
γxH+

yH
2
−m−1 + γ2m+1 + γzH+

yH
2
−m
)

·
(
−γ2m+1 − γzH+

yH
2
−m + γ

3
2
yH−m−1 + γzH+

yH
2
−m−1

)
+

(⌊
∆H+1

3

⌋
+ 1
)
· 2 · (n− 1)! ·

(
1−p

2

)n
· γxH

xH ! · (yH − 2)! · (zH + 1)! ·
(
γxH+

yH
2
−m−1 + γ2m+1 + γzH+

yH
2
−m
)

·
(
−γ2m+1 − γzH+

yH
2
−m + γ

3
2
yH−2−m−1 + γzH+

yH
2
−m+1

)
.

The factor in front of the first polynomial in γ is approximately as large as the
factor in front of the second polynomial, given that n and hence xH , yH , zH are
sufficiently large. As for large n we have yH � m, concerning the polynomials
we conclude that

−γ2m+1 − γzH+
yH
2
−m + γ

3
2
yH−m−1 + γzH+

yH
2
−m−1

−γ2m+1 − γzH+
yH
2
−m + γ

3
2
yH−2−m−1 + γzH+

yH
2
−m+1

≥ (γ − 1) ·
(

+γzH+
yH
2
−m − γzH+

yH
2
−m−1

)
> 0.

Summing up incentives from profiles Piv1(r − 1), PivT1 (r − 1) and Piv3(r) for
r =

⌊
yH−1

2

⌋
−m− 2, ...,

⌊
yH−1

2

⌋
with yH � m yields
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(n− 1)! ·
(

1−p
2

)n
· γxH

(xH + r)! · (yH − 2r)! · (zH + r)! ·
(
γxH+

yH
2

−m−1 + γ2m+1 + γzH+
yH
2

−m
)

·
(

+ (xH + r) γ
zH+

yH
2

+r−m − (xH + r) γ
zH+

yH
2

+r−m−1 − (yH − 2r) γ
r+2m+1

−2 (xH + r) γ
r+2m

+ (xH + r) γ
3
2
yH−2r−m

+ (xH + r) γ
3
2
yH−2r−m−1

+ (yH − 2r) γ
3
2
yH−2r−m−2

)
>

(n− 1)! ·
(

1−p
2

)n
· γxH · γr

(xH + r)! · (yH − 2r)! · (zH + r)! ·
(
γxH+

yH
2

−m−1 + γ2m+1 + γzH+
yH
2

−m
)

·
(

+ (xH + r) γ
zH+

yH
2

−m − (xH + r) γ
zH+

yH
2

−m−1 − (yH − 2r) γ
2m+1 − 2 (xH + r) γ

2m

)
> 0.

For yH even, summing up incentives from profiles Piv1(r), PivT1 (r) with r =
yH
2 − 1 and yH � m yields

(n− 1)! ·
(

1−p
2

)n
· γxH

(xH + r)! · (yH − 2r − 2)! · (zH + r + 1)! ·
(
γxH+

yH
2
−m−1 + γ2m+1 + γzH+

yH
2
−m
)

·
(

+γzH+yH−m − γzH+yH−m−1 − 2γ
yH
2

+2m + γ
yH
2
−m + γ

yH
2
−m−1

)
> 0.

Finally, by choice of qD all remaining profiles incentivize truthtelling:
Piv1 (r) for all r = 2

⌊
∆H+1

3

⌋
+ 2, ...,

⌊
yH−1

2

⌋
−m− 4,

PivT1 (r) for all r = 0, ...,
⌊
yH−1

2

⌋
−m− 4,

Piv2(s) for all s ≥ 0 given that yH ≥ 2m+ 2,
Piv3 (r) for all r = 0, ...,

⌊
yH−1

2

⌋
−m− 3.

The case yH < 2:

In this case, we have qH ∈
(
β (xH + 1, zH , zH) ,

( 2p
1−p )

zH−xH

1+( 2p
1−p )

zH−xH

]
. Consider

therefore threshold profiles (xH , yH , zH) with yH < 2 and constant δ1 = zH−xH ,
where zH and xH can be arbitrarily large.

To ensure the existence of at least m conflict profiles, it suffices to check that
the TS equilibrium exists for

qD = β

(
xH −

⌊
zH − yH − 1

3

⌋
, yH + 2

⌊
zH − yH − 1

3

⌋
− 4, zH −

⌊
zH − yH − 1

3

⌋)
=

γ
yH+3

⌊
zH−yH−1

3

⌋
−4

+ γzH

γxH + γ
yH+3

⌊
zH−yH−1

3

⌋
−4

+ γzH

with yH being either 0 or 1. This choice guarantees conflict for any profile of
type Piv4(s) + (0, 0, 1) with s ≤

⌊
zH−yH−1

3

⌋
− 2, and since n and therefore zH

is arbitrarily large while yH < 2, this provides at least m conflict profiles. Note
that no pivotal profiles of type Piv1, PivT1 or Piv3, PivT3 exist (except possibly
Piv3 (0) = Piv2 (0), PivT3 (0) = PivT2 (0)).

By similar arguments as developed in the case of yH ≥ 2, profiles Piv2 (0) , P ivT2 (0)
(if they exist) as well as profiles Piv2(s), P ivT2 (s), P iv4(s − 1) for 1 ≤ s ≤
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⌊
∆H−1

3

⌋
sum up to a positive value for sufficiently large n. Furthermore, profiles

Piv2

(⌊
∆H+1

3

⌋)
, P ivT2

(⌊
∆H+1

3

⌋)
, P iv4

(⌊
∆H−1

3

⌋)
incentivize truthtelling.

Theorem 1.A. Let doves have critical mass.
a) For any dove type qD the TS equilibrium exists if and only if the value of

qH lies above a given lower bound q̂H(qD) < qD.
b) For any qD s.t. (xD, yD, zD) /∈ {(n, 0, 0) , (n− 1, 0, 1)}, the pair (qH , qD)

with qH = q̂H(qD) implies at least one conflict profile.

Proof of Theorem 1.A. The proof of Theorem 1.A is virtually identical to the
proof of Theorem 1 and therefore omitted.

Theorem 2.A. Let doves have critical mass and fix some m ∈ N and some
qD ∈ (0, 1). Then there exists some threshold committee size n̂ s.t. for any
committee size n ≥ n̂ and any p ≥ 1

2 , the pair (qH , qD) with qH = q̂H(qD)
implies at least m conflict profiles.

Proof of Theorem 2.A. We apply the same reasoning and methods as in the
proof of Theorem 2 to a hawk holding an i-signal. This leaves us again with a
case distinction in terms of yD. To abbreviate notation, write γ := 2p

1−p ≥ 2.
The case yD ≥ 2: To guarantee m conflict profiles, fix

qH = β (xD +m, yD − 2m, zD +m) =
γyD−2m + γzD+m

γxD+m + γyD−2m + γzD+m
,

assuming yD ≥ 2m.
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2, summing up incentives from profiles

Piv1(r), P ivT1 (r), P iv3(r) for r ≤ m − 1 yields a positive value. All remaining
profiles incentivize truthtelling.

The case yD < 2: Fix

qH = β (xD + 1, yD − 1, zD) =
γyD−1 + γzD

γxD+1 + γyD−1 + γzD

with yD being either 0 or 1. This choice guarantees conflict for any profile of
type Piv2(s) + (1, 0, 0) with s ≤

⌊
zD−yD+1

3

⌋
− 1, and since n and therefore zH

is arbitrarily large while yH < 2, this provides at least m conflict profiles. Note
that no pivotal profiles of type Piv1, P iv

T
1 or Piv3, P iv

T
3 exist (except possibly

Piv3 (0) = Piv2 (0), PivT3 (0) = PivT2 (0)).
Summing up incentives from profiles Piv2(s), P ivT2 (s), P iv4(s) for 0 ≤ s ≤⌊

∆D+1
3

⌋
− 4 as well as from profiles Piv2

(⌊
∆D+1

3

⌋
− t
)
, P ivT2

(⌊
∆D+1

3

⌋
− t
)
for

t = 0, . . . , 3 and Piv4

(⌊
∆D+1

3

⌋
− 3
)
provides positive values for sufficiently large

n. All remaining profiles of type Piv4(s) incentivize truthtelling.

Proof of Lemma 5. We can consider βλ as a function of three continuous vari-
ables n, ng,∆. To prove the claim, it is then sufficient to show that

∂βλ (n, ng,∆)

∂∆
≥ 0,
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with equality if and only if λ = 0. We have

∂βλ (n, ng,∆)

∂∆
≥ 0

⇔ ∂

∂∆

(
p
n−ng
r · p

ng+∆

2
λ · p

ng−∆

2
r,λ + p

n−ng
r · p

ng+∆

2
r,λ · p

ng−∆

2
λ

)
≥ 0

⇔ ∂

∂∆

(
p

∆
2
λ · p

−∆
2

r,λ + ·p
∆
2
r,λ · p

−∆
2

λ

)
≥ 0

⇔ ln

(
pλ
pr,λ

)
·

((
pλ
pr,λ

)∆
2

−
(
pr,λ
pλ

)∆
2

)
≥ 0

and as pλ
pr,λ
≥ 1 with equality if and only if λ = 0, the latter inequality yields

the claim.
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